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01

INTRODUCTION

1.1

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESTART+ PROJECT

The Restart+ project has
emerged as a result of
the increased needs that
small communities are
facing, especially after
the economic crisis and
the global recession.

The effects of the economic crisis are still very
evident in communities across Europe. The
communities from small towns and villages
have been worst hit: staff reductions in public
services, a great number of businesses being
closed in the first years of existence and high
levels of unemployment, contribute to the
hollowing out of community life.

“Restart+ Communities
in Action” project has
been funded with support
from the European
Commission, through the
Erasmus+ Programme.

THE BARRIERS FACED BY LEADERS
SEEKING COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT:
a narrow, single-issue
approach means leaders
are unaware of large scale,
strategic approaches to
community development;

weak linkages to other
organisations and
a lack of experience
in collaborative/
collective impact;

In 2015, Letterkenny Institute of Technology,
Momentum and University Industry Innovation
Networks, embarked on an innovative project called
Restart Entrepreneurs to show that business failure
is not the end, but part of the learning path towards
success for individual entrepreneurs.
In Restart+, the project team has evolved this
approach, working with community leaders to
provide them with the knowledge, tools and
collective learning spaces required to accelerate
community investment and regeneration.

care training
opportunities outside
capital cities and focus
on technical topics for
community leader such as
compliance, administration
and fundraising

As part of this Erasmus+ funded project, the
international project partners have worked to create
innovative learning tools and resources which equip
leaders of community groups, public authorities and
educational institutions with the knowledge and
skills needed to adopt a transformative approach to
community reactivation.
The international project team is formed of
specialised institutions, all of them having a vast
experience in project implementation, so that the
Restart+ project has benefitted from member’s past
experiences.
Drawn from public, private and non-profit sectors,
each of the 7 Restart+ Communities’ consortium
partners bring valuable knowledge and networks
which have contributed to the project goal.
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THE RESTART+ DELIVERABLES ARE TO:

01

Produce a Restart + Community Alliance Toolkit (Intellectual output 1- IO1) and use it to create
4 Community Alliances (IO2) comprising 12 community leaders in each country;

02

Create a Self-Assessment Tool (IO3) to help community leaders identify strengths, opportunities
and assets for community reactivation;

03

Develop a unique training model, delivered through Open Education- al Resources (IO4) and
an Online Course (IO5), to provide community leaders with the knowledge and skills to adopt a
transformative, sustain- able approach to local community investment and regeneration;

04

Consolidate the capacity of the Alliance members through a Communities of Best Practice 5-day
training programme;

05

Disseminate the results widely to enable scaling of the Alliance + training approach in participating
countries and replication in other regions of Europe.

ACTION PLAN
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1.2

WHAT IS A RESTART+ COMMUNITY ALLIANCE?

The final composition of each region’s Alliance
includes a balance of public, private and non-profit
organisations from the following target groups:

Restart+ Community Alliance is a small but very focused group
of people (ideally 12 members) with complementary skills and
different roles who will work together by using their knowledge
and experience, to achieve our common goal of developing the
local communities according to an agreed procedure, with a
common responsibility for fulfilling it.
The involvement of stakeholders is considered
pivotal not only to carry out the project’s objectives,
improve and sharpen the various deliverables
that will be produced during the project but also
facilitate the recognition and wider application of
the outputs.

COMMUNITY LEADERS, BOARD MEMBERS AND STAFF OF
VOLUNTARY AND COMMUNITY SECTOR ORGANISATIONS
Especially those working in community regeneration in small towns and villages, those working
with vulnerable or minority groups and organisations working for local development, such
as chambers of commerce, business advisors and economic development organisations.
By reaching them and motivating them to request training or support from local VETs or
organisations and motivating them to use our educational resources, we will achieve our goal of
helping them acquire the knowledge and skills to instigate regeneration and social innovation
projects in their communities.

The project involves the creation of 4 collaborative
bodies, called Alliances, which bring together 12
official members of the target groups described
below, from each country (Ireland, Northern
Ireland (UK), Portugal and Romania), in total, 48
participants will take part. They will be selected by
the lead partner in each country using their existing
networks.

LEADERS AND STAFF OF LOCAL PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
Municipal councils, funding bodies, local government authorities, statutory organisations
responsible for community and economic development. All of the organisations share a
responsibility for delivering socio-economic development initiatives that are well suited to the
region they operate in and that will fulfil the economic and social wellbeing goals outlined in
public policy. While many do understand and support development actions into their work,
they are often constrained by lack of resources. Projects such as this offer welcome supports
and energy into regions that need them most.

The principal activities that are going
to be developed by the stakeholders
involved in the Community Alliances are:

01

02
03
04
8

To recruit participants from the
most influential and representative
organisations, working on social,
economic or spatial development of the
communities in the region, from across
the public, private and non-profit sectors

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (VET) COLLEGES
AND HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS (HEI)

To enable participants to share
information, knowledge and skills as
part of a collaborative learning process to
further community regeneration;

Whose teaching staff, students and researchers wish to apply their pedagogical, research, and
innovation capacities to real world problems and new groups of learners. This course material
and involvement in the project will help the members connect to the local or disadvantaged
communities and understand the real problems encountered by them.

To guide the stakeholders to agree
on concrete actions suitable for
implementation in the respective region
To gain the commitment of the stakeholders to fulfil the Action plan by signing
a joint Action Plan document

RESTART +

ACTION PLAN
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1.3
		
		

BACKGROUND TO THE RESTART
COMMUNITY REGIONAL ALLIANCE IN
THE NORTH-EAST REGION OF ROMANIA

The North-East Region of Romania was chosen to create a
Community Alliance as the region is experiencing a continuing
phenomenon of population ageing and a severe decrease in
young population, more than that over 58% of the population
live in rural areas, so development actions are very necessary in
order to attract locals to remain in the region. North-East Regional
Development Agency NERDA (Romania) works on programmes
and strategies to increase the incidence and impact of sustainable
partnerships, economic growth, development of human resources and
entrepreneurial attitude of their region.
Having an experience of more than 20 years on development projects,
NERDA has been participating in many networking actions and events.
The team from Regional Studies Centre Department of NERDA met
together in order to identify the suitable stakeholders that can bring
value and knowledge to the alliance and, in the same time, to benefit
from the results obtained. This brainstorming activity was a real success
and in short time the list of potential key stakeholders was drafted.
We have identified stakeholders from non-governmental associations
involved in the development of communities, local authorities,
education and training providers, tourism agencies, folk association
and community support associations.

Building our Alliance

Within the Development Office and School of
Business, Lyit already worked with a number of
the key stakeholders within the context of the
Restart Communities project. Our Vice President for
Research, Equality & External Affairs is extremely
experienced in the regional community and
economic development field and we gladly followed
his lead and advice.

To build a successful alliance we believed that twoway engagement from the outset is crucial. Our Vice
President extended an email invitation to the key
stakeholders we had identified inviting them to the
first meeting. In our invitation we provided as much
information as possible about the project without
the information becoming too heavy. We set the
date and asked for attendance or a nomination. A full
list of our membership is included in the Appendix.

We saw the benefits that a good functioning
and successful regional alliance has been to the
Restart project and realized that it fundamental
to the success of this project too. We had several
preparatory meetings amongst the team at Lyit
and reflected on the process used in the previous
Regional Alliance for Restart. Particular emphasis
was given to the new community stakeholders that
needed to be involved. Once we had identified the
key stakeholders we laid the foundation.

The next step in building our Alliance was to set up the date of the first
meeting and to invite the key stakeholders to join us at an introductory
meeting that had the aim of presenting the project and its objective
and the benefits of having a Regional Community Alliance in the
north-east region of Romania. The feedback from these stakeholders
was positive, many of them being interested in taking part in the
project and pointing out that this kind of activities are necessary for
the development and wellbeing of our region. After receiving the
acceptance of the stakeholders to join the alliance, we agreed that we
have a good geographical and sectoral spread.

10

Preparing the Groundwork

Building the Team
It became clear to our Restart+ Communities
Alliance that we were missing a vital element to
the project and the future success of the Alliance
– representation from the community sector. We
want to ensure it is fair, with good geographical
and sectoral spread. We agree a way forward and
we are confident that we will have solid and strong
community representation at the next meeting of
the Restart+ Community Alliance.

Laying the Foundation
Together we identified stakeholders from local
government, regional development companies,
education & training providers, enterprise agencies
(including enterprise and community support
through Irish language) and youth services. We
were mindful of our geographical location and our
closeness to our neighbours in Northern Ireland.
Therefore, we decided it would be appropriate to
invite representation from local government in
Northern Ireland. So, we have identified our key
stakeholders but we were missing a vital link –
community representation.
RESTART +

ACTION PLAN
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ORGANISATION/
COMMUNITY GROUPS

WEBSITE

orth-East Regional Development Agency

www.adrnordest.ro

Valea Somuzului NGO

https://www.facebook.com/turistindolhesti/

Dolhesti City Hall

http://www.comunadolhesti.ro/

Auchors Land NGO

http://www.tinutulzimbrului.ro/

Folk Association Strajerii

https://www.facebook.com/DolhestiiMici/

Anima Holidays

https://www.facebook.com/animaholidays/

Iasi.Travel

http://iasi.travel/en/

Faculty of Geography

https://www.geo.uaic.ro/ro/

Rolandia

https://rolandia.eu/

Breaking Ground

Progress to Date

On June 21st, 2019, the North East Regional
Development Agency, through the Regional Centre
of Studies North East, had organized in Dolhesti
Village, Suceava County, the first meeting within the
Restart+ project - Communities Development by
Building Community Alliances.

Meetings took place in June and November 2019 with
Meetings took place in September, November and
December 2019, with excellent participation from all
of the stakeholders. The meetings from November
took place in Sibiu at an International Gastronomy
Congress and the meeting from December was held
in Iasi at a Tourism Gala. Both of these events proved
to be a huge success in building the team spirit.
The participation to these international events
brought a huge depth of experience to the group.
The examples of good practice presented at the
congress were discussed and together with the
stakeholders we have identified the way in which
different actions implemented at an European level
can be implemented in our region.

The meeting was attended by members of nonprofit organisations from the North East Region of
Romania: “Somuzului Valley NGO” and “Aurochs
Land NGO”, members of local tourism agencies: Iasi
Travel and Rolandia, a participant from an advertising
organisation and a university lector from University
of Geography Iasi.
The discussions were focused on the Dolhesti
Community and the potential stakeholders to join
our community alliance. Our host, Mirela Nechita
presented us the aims of “Valea Somuzului” NGO, the
history and the reasons they launched this initiative.
We planned another meeting for September and
identified community representatives that would be
invited to this.

Through our meetings the member
agreed on the importance of setting up an
alliance for the community development,
and the fact that the educational resources
that will be elaborated in the project will
be very useful, almost necessary, for training
the members of the community.
During 2019, our work was not limited to these
meetings, but we have also made research and
identify successful stories from local citizens. Their
stories are presented through videos that are being
used as case studies in the Restart+ project.

12
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02

THE PROGRESS IN
ROMANIA TO DATE

HOW WE SELECTED POTENTIAL STAKEHOLDERS 		
FOR THE RESTART+ COMMUNITY ALLIANCE?

There is no “perfect recipe”
of the categories of members
that should be included in the
Community Alliance, but the most
important aspects we thought
about were the benefits that
every member can bring to and
can get from the Alliance.

Preferably, the Alliance should be created from
a variety of stakeholders, working in different
fields

and

having

different

professional

experience and backgrounds, in order to
encourage the exchange of information
from different points of view. The common
factor that we used to bring together these

Ana Paraschiv – Chief of Regional Studies Centre

members, was their interest in developing and

North East Regional Development Agency

consolidating the small communities around

In order to analyse and qualify each identified stakeholder,
we used the RESTART+ Toolkit from this project to
get the members to answer the following questions:

The benefits that every member will...

01

... bring to the 		
Alliance from a
long-term view

“

We have identified a community with very rich local resources, which was not exploited
to its true value, because the locals were working in individual ways. By bringing them together,
we will value the knowledge exchange, we will raise awareness of the networking benefits,
and the members of the community will have access to specialised training by using
the educational resources developed during the project

“

2.1
		

• Their knowledge and professional experience;
• New innovative ideas from their past experience;
• Making new connections with stakeholder’s partners.

01

Who has a decision–making role in strategic regeneration and community development?

02 What is their level of influence?
03 Who is involved in regulating community development?

02

... get from their
work in the 		
Alliance.

03 How will these organisations benefit from their time and commitment to a Community Alliance?

• Enhance networking;
• Increased credibility of their work;

05 What benefits are the stakeholders bringing to the Alliance?

• Broaden their horizon.

06 What relationships exist between the key stakeholders?
07 Will they help you achieve your goals?

16
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HOW WE FOLLOWED THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN EFFICIENT COMMUNITY ALLIANCE

01 | CLEAR GOALS

02 | NO FORMALITIES

Whether it is called a vision,
goal or task of a group, the
fundamental reason for the
existence of a team must be
clear, understood and accepted
by all involved. This was the
first item on the agenda for our
first Alliance meeting and it was
debated further in meeting 2.

Team work environment should be informal, relaxed,
open and encouraging. The results are easier to be
obtained when the members act naturally, without
any legal or procedural constraints. To facilitate this,
we organized networking events for the members
of the Alliance in September and December 2019.
These were held in the evening time, in a lounge
type environment with pizzas used to
emphasize the informality of the occasion.

03 | PARTICIPATION

04 | OPEN
COMMUNICATION

We encouraged a high level of participation from
each member by giving every person a chance to
contribute at the outset of each meeting.
This was also added to at the networking events
where the attendees were given 3 minutes on a
community topic of their choice. This built the
participation and allowed all of the members to
learn more about each other’s organizations.

Members were encouraged to
freely to discuss openly both their
job duties and their relationships.
Again, this was reinforced at the
networking events.

RESTART +

05 | CONSENSUS
DECISIONS

06 | DIFFERENCES
OF OPINION

Decisions were adopted through
open discussions on ideas from
everyone, avoiding voting and
easy compromises.

There were not many disagreements as the
group were united in their common mission;
the development of a vibrant community and
social enterprise ecosystem in the region.

ACTION PLAN

07 | CLEAR ROLES &
RESPONSIBILITIES

08 | DIVERSITY
OF STYLES

From the outset the Community Alliance
had clear expectations about individual
roles and everyone knew what to expect
from others. When action was taken,
tasks were established, accepted and
performed fairly. This will continue as
the Alliance works into the future.

The Alliance has members with different
capabilities and skills, and these combine
to complement each other. Some are
really good at ideas while others are good
at maintaining relationships within the
team. We also have members who are
great at solving problems.

09 | EXTERNAL RELATIONS

10 | SELF-EVALUATION

The Alliance was always clear that it should
not work isolated from its environment.
This was highlighted at the initial meeting and
this focus will remain as the Alliance is sustained
in the coming months. All of the activities of the
Alliance are in line with work already happening
in the community sector in the region.

The Alliance members gave time at
the end of each of their 3 meetings to
evaluate the performance. Feedback
was used to change the approach in
following meetings and good ideas
emerged. They will continue to do this
in future meetings and activities.
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2.3

OUR VISION/MISSION

Defining all of the elements of our Mission took place at
the first meeting between the members of the Community
Alliance. It proved very useful in understanding the aims,
directions and role of every participant.

VISION
The vision and mission
of the Restart+
Community Alliance
were discussed
even from the first
meeting in June 2019.
Together with the key
stakeholders the vision
was agreed as:

MISSION
• Improve the quality of life in small communities, in terms
of social and economic development, by encouraging
the locals to exploit the opportunities offered by the region.
• Every local community has the courage, confidence
and ability to assume an active role in its own future.
• Benefit from the Intellectual Outputs developed during
the project and inform potential users of the educational
resources they can access free of charge.”

The mission
statements are
similar to vision
statements but they
are more concrete
and outcomeoriented. After
agreeing on the
mission, we then
moved on to more
detailed objectives
of the Alliance.

To encourage and foster an environment which allows people to live in rural
communities. We used the following questions to develop this Vision:

The following are the mission statements:
To develop and promote strategies, to attract resources and to
provide services to support the development of the small and
medium communities in the region, using the knowledge and
background of every members of the Restart+ Community Alliance
in the best way.”
“To encourage citizens, leaders and community organisations to
facilitate participation and build trust, so that the communities can
fully realize their potential, bring improvements to the quality of
their members’ lives, and support the core values associated with
community development.”
“To promote good practice among Community Groups by
highlighting the work completed through innovative projects. This
will be done by the production of 8 videos from a cross section of
community activities across the region.”
“To reduce duplication and eliminate gaps in the community sector.
This will be done by improving the knowledge of all of the activities
of Alliance members and by disseminating these to all groups in the
region.”
“To agree on an Action Plan for the Alliance by the end of the term of
the Project

01 What is our long-term “dream”?
02 What problem are we solving by implementing our plan?
03 Who and what are we inspiring to change?
20
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2.4
		

HOW WE BUILT IN OUR INTERCONNECTIONS
INTO THE RESTART+ COMMUNITY ALLIANCES

Interconnections
between Community
Alliances at a
transnational level

The project partners from different regions have all given extra
connections to the Community Alliance in Romania. Through the
partner meetings we have all found transformative approaches to
the shared problems we face. The economies of Ireland, Northern
Ireland, Romania and Portugal have many commonalities – notably
large rural populations, a move away from agriculture, and rich
cultural heritage.

Interconnections
between the
members of the
Community Alliance

By exchanging good practice and knowledge, and offering creative
insights into each other’s experience we have developed more
innovative, effective and replicable approaches to upskilling leaders
in the field of community regeneration. This has really added to the
experience of the Alliance in Ireland.

The aim of every Community Alliance is to stimulate cooperation
and collaboration between members involved in community
development (local public authorities, leader, volunteers or
members of VET organisations).
We have 10 member organizations in our Community Alliance and
each of these brings its knowledge, experience and connections
to the group. Our Community Alliance has brought 10 support
organizations and active community groups together to represent
the different types of stakeholders involved in community
regeneration. All parties have benefitted from the experience
gathered by other members

In addition, the Toolkit and Training Resources have given the
Alliance access to materials that would not have been available to
them locally.

It has already proved that, regardless of the field
of interest, working together is more effective than
working alone.
Another huge benefit of working through an alliance
is the fact that duplication of efforts is avoided and
the use of resources is more efficient as innovative
approaches and ambitious actions are combined, in
order to fulfil the main objective of the project.
This point was highlighted at the initial meeting of
the Alliance and emphasis was given throughout
to the need to complement, dovetail and eliminate
duplication. The members have already seen the
benefit of this and have added greatly to the resolve
of the group.

22
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The other benefits found
already were
• Increase in awareness of the activities
and responsibilities of each member
• Improvement in relationships through
regular meetings and networking events
• Feelings of pride when members viewed
the Case Study videos and realized
the wonderful work being carried out
by volunteers in the region
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2.5
		

HOW WE IDENTIFIED AND
MAPPED THE STAKEHOLDERS

We followed the recommended way of doing
this from the toolkit and divided the institutions
already identified into different categories, e.g. local
authorities, non-profit organisations, vocational
education and training. We had the benefit of
having experience of setting up a Regional Alliance
in the Restart Entrepreneurs project and this gave us
confidence in the approach.

The next step was to create a visual format for the
region. The easiest way to do this was to use the
Google Map tool. The recommended way of doing
this, is to divide the institutions already identified into
different categories, eg.local authorities, non-profit
organisations, vocational education and training.
Below you can find the mapping exercise of Romania:

24
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We used our existing contacts in Community
Organisations,
Local
Government,
National
Government and Education Providers to check that
we identified all of the stakeholders in the region.
On reflection we agreed that we needed to involve
the Local Authority from our bordering region in
NI as it was our natural hinterland. After inviting all
of these to the first meeting it was agreed that we
needed to include representative community groups
from each of the municipal districts in the region.

25

2.6
		

THE HOSTING OF THE RESTART+ COMMUNITY
ALLIANCES MEETINGS TO DATE

After creating a list of
key stakeholders, we
set about preparing for
the first meeting.

THE PRINCIPAL ISSUES THAT WERE
DISCUSSED IN THE MEETING WERE:

The first step in building our alliance was to invite the potential
stakeholders to the first meeting. We have contact each one
of them by phone and we used this opportunity to explain the
ambition of the RESTART+ project, why they should be involved
and to ask for their support in coming to an introductory meeting.
We followed this up with an email confirming the venue and
timings of the meeting.
In this email we included a description of the project highlighting
the potential impact that the project could have for the region.
We had 8 organisations represented at this meeting with 8
attendees.

1

th

2

nd

PRIORITIES

3

RD

REPRESENTATION

4

th

RULES, ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES – these aspects were all clarified at the

5

SCOPE AND VIEW

of the Restart + Community Alliances – the objectives of the
Alliance and the stakeholder’s expectations.

– we identified what are the key issues and concerns that are common to
all participants in the Alliance and further research will be made by Ana Paraschiv, project
manager and Madalina Chirtes project officer on Restart+ project from NERDA.

– we have done intensive research to have a good mix of
organizations from geographical point of view and also from sectoral perspective.
The Alliance became very well represented, having members from a wide range of sectors.

second meeting, after the members understood what the main purpose of the Alliance is
and can identify the ways in which they can contribute.

COMMUNICATION
th

– the communication methods were described and all of the
relevant social media/web/vlog/blog page details given. It was suggested that a more social
strand should take place and this led to the participation in 2 international events being
hosted in November and December with excellent results. Members were encouraged to
spread the news of this initiative and this was made easier with the production of the Case
Study videos.

The development of the Action Plan has been discussed at each
meeting and a timeline developed for its production.
A draft is being circulated to members as of April 2020 and
feedback encouraged. This feedback will be integrated into the
final Action Plan and formally agreed by all of the members.

26
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2.7
		

This section presents
the tangible evidence
of responsibility that
stakeholders will
want to see.

TOOL RESOURCE

2.8
		

01

The Romanian Restart+ Community Alliance has adapted the
template from the Toolkit for its Commitment Charter which
members have agreed to sign up to. This will ensure the
stakeholders involved are committed to the future activities
of the Alliance of the project.

02

Therefore, the development of a Commitment Charter helps
to build a real team and to build commitment to the project.
This will be signed by all of the members at a final Alliance
meeting and Action Plan launch event

Visual presentation of progress on the Project
Plan can be viewe objectively by everyone involved.
This provided a useful graphic and flagged any
areas of concern;
Identification of any weaknesses in time were made
at an early stage and corrective measures introduced;

03

Identification of any variances from the original
plan which were explained to the relevant people;

04

It guaranteed internal and external efficacy as
the results are available to all for inspection;

05

Stimulate active participation of the Members as
everyone is clear of their role and its impact on the
success of the project.

Ireland Community Alliance Commitment
Charter Template in Appendix (see page 41)

OUR PLAN FOR MEASURING PROGRESS
AND EVALUATING RESULTS

Measuring the results as
we progressed from one
stage to the next ensured
us that we are complying
with our initial goals,
tasks or deadlines

28

MEASURING THE PROGRESS AND EVALUATING
MEETINGS HAS HAD THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

OUR PLAN FOR GAINING THE
COMMITMENT OF THE ALLIANCE

We continuously tracked our progress on the Project Timeline
in order to identify the achievements or the weak points that
needs adjustment or improvement as the project progressed.
The feedback provided by our alliance members is a very
useful tool that has already helped us improve the work
processes of the alliance. All members were encouraged to
express their opinions informally and after each meeting a
formal evaluation was conducted using survey monkey. The
results of these evaluations were followed up on and discussed
at the following meeting.

RESTART +

In order to help members to evaluate the results of our Restart+ Community Alliance, we have
used the template from the toolkit for a “Quality Self-Evaluation Questionnaire”, which was
filled in on survey monkey after each meeting. The results of each evaluation were analysed
and uploaded to the dropbox for all project partners to see.
Any suggestions for improvements were taken on board and communicated to the members
of the Alliance. Where possible changes were made in time for the following meeting. We
plan to continue this evaluation in future meetings.

ACTION PLAN
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03

REGIONAL COMMUNITY
?
ALLIANCE ACTIVITIES
TO DATE

REGIONAL COMMUNITY ALLIANCE ACTIVITIES TO DATE

This section summarises the activities in the
Romanian Community Alliance up to April 2020.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Mapping of organizations involved in Community Development in the region.
Identification of Alliance members.
Review of national and regional policy makers to ensure all organizations are included.
Hosting of 4 Alliance meetings, 2 of them taking place at international congresses.
Commissioning and undertaking research into community activity in the region.
Discussions on Policy, Toolkit, Curriculum, Funding and other issues relevant to the
community sector.
Feedback on Course Curriculum and Toolkit.
Production of 5 Case Study Videos on good practice in the community sector in the
region which will be used on the website and in course curriculum.

09

Development of a Commitment Charter for the Alliance.

10

Completion of Draft Action Plan for the sustainability of the Alliance.

11
12

32

Dissemination of progress and activities of the project through social media, website
updates and newsletters
Evaluation of progress against milestones and of the efficiency of each Alliance meeting.

RESTART +
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ACTION
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?

ACTION PLAN

NO. ACTION TITLE
		
		

LOCAL PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION
ESTIMATED
FINANCING
RESPONSIBLE
ADDRESSED		
BUDGET €
SOURCES
AUTHORITY/
BY THE ACTION					

1.

Training the
members of
the community

Lack of knowledge
regarding the
community’s
development
methods

Training the members of the community
on the following topics: management of
the European projects, public purchases
processes, writing projects and courses
dedicated to the improvement of the
language skills (especially English
language) which will help them create
connections with international partners
and with potential foreign clients which
are visiting the region.
1. The Restart+ Open Education
Resources will help the members solve
this esential need.
2. English language lessons, perhaps
in collaboration with a local english
teacher.

1. No budget
required
for
Restart+
course.
2. €5.000

2.

Atracting new
stakeholders

The network of
stakeholders can be
varied and this will
help the promotion
of the region.

Identifying and attracting minimum 3 new
stakeholders with different competences
which can bring an extra-value in the
community: new tourism agencies, other
specialists from the universities (for
example „Stefan cel Mare” University
of Suceava) and organising at least 3
stakeholders meeting

€1500

3.

Attracting
European
Funds

We have identified
the need of
preserving old
traditions, ancient
and valuable
products.

Attraction of European Funds (especially
non-refundable funds) for the foundation
of a local museum of ancient traditions
and customs of the community. Every
person in Dolhesti keep valuable pieces
of art inhereted from their ancestors and
are willing to donate part of this products
to the museum. Also, the members of the
community are aware that old traditions
and customs can be kept for decades only
if they are promoted and presented to
tourists or other interested parties.

€100.000

Online
promotion

Poor online
promotion at the
moment

Growing the number of foreign tourists
with 10% compared to 2019 by aggressive
online promotion on social media and
website, conclusion of partnerships with
tourism agencies from the region and the
participation in national and international
fairs and events.

€10.000
Own budget
divided in:
– Somuzului
2.000 for
Valley NGO
online
promotion
and 8.000
participantion
in different
events.

The anticipated impact
of the implementations
All of the actions presented
above will have a great impact
on the development of the
community.
It will boost their revenues,
will increase the visibility of
the community at national
and international level and will
increase the confidence of the
members that they are doing the
right thing.

4.
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30% of the
total budget
should be
supported
by the
beneficiary.

Implication
of public
administration,
city hall and
local school.

European
Funds through
the Chamber
of Commerce
or Regional
Development
Agencies

IMPLEMENTATION
CALENDAR
PARTNERS		

Mrs. Mirela
Nechita –
president of
Somuzului
Valley NGO

October 2020 –
December 2021

The members
of Somuzului
Valley
NGO, local
administration,
folk
association.

January 2021 –
December 2022

Mrs. Mirela
Nechita –
president of
Somuzului
Valley NGO

2021-2024

Mrs. Mirela
Nechita –
president of
Somuzului
Valley NGO

January 2020 –
December 2020
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THE IMPACT OF EVERY ACTION WILL BE:

01

By participating in different training programs dedicated to the communities development
the participants will aquaire the following skills:
•	
the ability to create strategic alliances between community members, through
leadership, promoting the diversity of its members
•	
the ability to identify and analyze the needs of the community to gain a competitive
advantage
•	
they will know how to identify the aspects of implementing a strategy for community
development
•	
ability to develop an analysis of the strategic environment
•	
the ability to attract public and private resources
By participating to english courses, new opportunities will be available for the community.
The members will be able to create online post in english language and thus to attract
foreign tourists to visit their region or to participate at international events and to create
new networks

02

03

a. Financial perspective:
-	
the existence of a new attraction in the area will inhance the willingness of the tourists
to visit the region
-	
new job opportunities will be created for locals
-	
the entrance fee will be used for the self maintancec of the museum

The attraction of new stakeholders in the Alliance, is a very important issue. The knowledge
and expertise brought by specialists from different fields related to communities will help
the community grow. Also they can bring a fresh perspective for different projects that
were sketched but had never been implemented. The involvement of university members
will give them acces to different adult training courses and the involvement of tourism
agency will increase their visibility at national and international level and will bring tourists

b. Social perspective:
-	
the preservation of different local and valuable pieces of art, traditional tools and
many crafts
-	
the preservation of local traditions and customs tht are at the risk of being lost
-	
the involvement of the community in activities performed in the museum: traditional
blouses sewing courses, pottery and making clay products etc.

04

37
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The opening of a local museum will impact two important sectors: financial sector and
social sector.

The impact of online promotion for a community is for far very high and the participantion
in different fairs, events or festivals will be a great chance for the alliance members to
improve their connections, to learn for others’ experience and to promote their region.
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ANNEX 1

ANNEX 2

Members of the Alliance

ORGANISATION/GROUP

Commitment Charter

PEOPLE INVOLVED

Name:

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Institution: .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Letterkenny Institute of Technology

John Andy Bonar

Address: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Padraig Gallagher
Karen McCormick

.

Isobel Cunningham
Aisling Bonner

As a member of the Ireland Restart+ Community Alliance, I will input the relevant information from
my region and area of expertise, attend the scheduled meetings and support dissemination of the
information in relation to Restart+ initiative in my region.

Simon Stephens
Udaras na Gaeltachta

Hughie Mac Suibhne
Micheal Mac Giolla Easpaig

Donegal Youth Service

Lorraine Thompson

Donegal Local Development Company

Padraic Fingleton

I wish to be part of the Restart+ Community Alliance and
I am aware the Alliance is committed to:

Margaret Larkin
Donegal Education and Training Board

Martina Needham

Derry and Strabane District Council

Susan Mullan

Inishowen Development Partnership

Shauna McClenaghan

Donegal County Council

Liam Ward

Donegal Town Community Chamber

Mary Mc Gettigan

• Work with others to study the need of local communities and the opportunities of our region
• Offer my insight and resources to the development and implementation of the Action Plan
to boost the growth of local communities
• Widely disseminate project outputs and findings to increase further participation
and gain attention towards its positive impact

Date: ................... / .................. /

Ernan Mc Gettigan

...................

Signature:

................................................................................................................................

..
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PEOPLE INVOLVED

Rathmullan The Way Forward

John Gallagher

RESOURCES STREAMS

Awake Tourism

Stephen McCahill

Aranmore Co-Op

Jerry Early

How do we acquire resources? How do we become financially sustainable?
What are our steady income streams and what are one-off sources?
Are there other resource streams such as volunteer hours, donations of goods, etc.?

Spraoi agus Sport

Helen Nolan

The Base Enterprise Centre

Leah Fairman
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ANNEX 3

EFFECTIVENESS:

Quality Self-Evaluation of the Restart+ Community Alliance

05

Please tick the appropriate box and please explain your answer where necessary:

High contribution

RELEVANCE:

01

Medium contribution

Low contribution

No contribution

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………

How relevant are the results of the Restart+ Community Alliance
for the development of the project?
Very relevant Relevant

Do you believe these meetings have contributed in a substantial way
to the planned progress of the project?

Relevant

Neither relevant,
nor irrelevant

06

Were the planned objectives and outcomes of the Alliance achieved?
Yes, 100%

Irrelevant

More than 50%

Less than 50%

Not at all

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………
Please explain your answer: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................

02

EFFICIENCY:

Can the outputs of the Alliance be replicated by other European Communities?
Yes

07

No

Were the resources and inputs converted to outputs in a timely and cost-effective manner?
Yes

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………

08

USEFULNESS:

03

Excellent

No

Useful

Neither useful,
nor unuseful

Poor

Fair

SUSTAINABILITY

To what extent, are the partnerships between members and synergies created,  useful to you?
Very useful

Good

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………

04

Evaluate the general organisation and administration of the meeting.

Are the Restart+ Community Alliance Actions in line with the goals of the project?
Yes

No

09

Do you think, the project results and outcomes are likely to continue
after the end of the project?
Yes, 100%

Unuseful

More than 50%

Less than 50%

Not at all

Please explain your answer: …………………………………………………………………………….………

Please explain your answer: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................

10

What is the impact of the Alliance on the development of the local communities,
on a long-term view?
High Impact

Medium Impact

Low Impact

No Impact

Please explain your answer: ……………………………………………………………………………………..
43
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RESTART COMMUNITY
ALLIANCE IN ROMANIA

The impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the Romanian Alliance:
During 2019 the Alliance had already 4 face-to-face meetings and the main ideas for drafting the
Action Plan were already decided. Taking into consideration that members already knew each other, it
was easy to continue the work on finishing the Action Plan remotely. Proposed versions of the Action
Plan were sent by e-mail to stakeholders and feedback was received via e-mail or phone calls. For
further activities regarding the development of the intellectual outputs on Restart+ project we plan
to organize online meetings, if necessary.
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www.restart.how

@RESTART_europe

RestartCommunities

Restart+ Communities page

Dr Padraig Gallagher

Alexandra Zinovyeva

Head of Research and Innovation
Letterkenny University of Technology
Letterkenny Institute of Technology

Project Officer University Industry
Innovation Network (UIIN)

e: Padraig.gallagher@lyit.ie

e: zinovyeva[at]uiin.org

The information and views set out in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Neither the European
Union institutions and bodies nor any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for the use, which may be made of the information contained therein.

